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-Essay-

Why do we must save our Sea?
For a long time, and now, and even in the future, the ocean gives humanity so many ecnomical, and
cultural benefits through it’s own temperature, chemical reaction, tide, and life force. Including oxygen
which we breath every day, marine resources and weather are eventually given by the ocean. Also, our
ancestors for a long time interacted and traded by sea, so that we can truly say that the ocean and
humanity are in the basic essentials.
But nowdays oceans are contaminated by plastic products, oil and so on, and because of these
realities, we all know that ecological systems and biodiversities are being damaged by ocean
acidification due to carelessness. But while govermental officials and ocean particians of all around the
countries are showing concern to these problems, awareness of regular citizens is disappointing. To
solve these problems, many restraints and bills are coming, but these are running on empty on this.
Therefore, when sharing thought and sympathizing to take care of ocean resources carefully, regardless
of status, government, companies, military and citizens, finally sustainable development through the
ocean can must come true.
So, these are specific plans to solve these problems.
First of all, should Implement for sustainable management and conservation of marine and coastal
ecosystems, including ways to strengthen resilience to avoid serious adverse effects, and implement
restoration measures to create a healthy and productive ocean.
Strengthen scientific cooperation at all levels to minimize and respond to the effects of ocean
acidification.
Also should effectively regulate fishing, expecially end overfishin. Illegal, unreported and unregulated
fisheries and destructive fisheries should be regulated by govermental and power with law, but also
should implement science-based management plans to cover their losses.
We should Recognize that appropriate and effective special differential treatment of developing and
least developed countries should be an integral part of the World Trade Organization fisheries subsidies
negotiations.
In order to improve the contribution of marine biodiversity to the development of developing
countries, such as major island developing and least developed countries, and to improve marine health,
the standards and guidelines of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission should suggest order
to support small-scale small fisheries to access marine resources and markets.

Conservation and sustainable use of marine and marine resources by enforcing international law
reflected in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, providing a legal framework for the
conservation and sustainable use of marine and marine resources,
The oceans cover 3/4 of the Earth's surface, occupy 97% of the Earth's water, and can conserve the
oceans in volume, 99% of the Earth's living space. It can guarantee the future of more than a billion
people and guarantee the right to survive of 200,000 species.
We will hold seminars between governments and civilians around the world on these topics,
strengthen education for the people and fishermen, promote and interest them with the efforts of
YouTube and broadcasters. Leading role of the superpower, should build a new partnership that will all
work together reasonably. As a global, eco-friendly citizen living with the oceans, it will be able to fulfill
its historical call to give clean and beautiful marine life to future descendants.

